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YOUR DATA
DESERVES BETTER...
Data is the fuel that will power your organization’s future
success. It is the most valuable asset across all your
activities – from R&D to production to customer service
– and it drives your mission critical business decisions.

You invest in your assets and machinery…
why are you ignoring your data?

Three Signs Your Data Isn’t Working For You
1

Can’t deliver the products and services your customers need
Your workers need fast access to the right information so they can design and deliver the best, highest quality, and safest
products to your customers. Wasting time finding data – and not leveraging assets you already have – holds you back from
being there for your customers.

2

Can’t navigate the complex, changing business environment
You’ve adopted great ERP systems, new material and asset systems, and PLM innovations – but can’t connect the dots
across them to see the big picture and respond to external and internal challenges.

3

Can’t transform for the future
You’re lacking the seamless access to information across every part of the manufacturing process that you need to support
the radically different business of the future – where delivering goods turns into services, and the physical supply chain
turns digital.

If this is your reality, you need MarkLogic® – the world’s best database for integrating data from silos.

is the tool for us. Our traditional tools just didn’t work. It’s not
“ “MarkLogic
that they’re bad, they’re just not made for what we’re trying to do.
Allen Muller, Manager, Enterprise Information Architecture, Eaton
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Industry 4.0 Organizations Trust MarkLogic
Overcoming these challenges requires a database platform that lets you connect data
across every part of the manufacturing process and get a single view of the things you
care about – while keeping your costs under control.
MarkLogic does just that – letting you easily integrate your silos of data, providing
traceability across your supply chain, and enabling rapid delivery of a host of internal
and customer-facing applications.
With support for secure operations, accurate reporting and analysis over the full lifecycle
of data, the agile MarkLogic platform makes it easier to adapt to changes, innovate faster
than ever before, and industrialize your data to make it the critical asset for your future.
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Let MarkLogic Help You Unify the Digital Thread
As the world’s best database for integrating data from silos, MarkLogic’s database platform empowers our manufacturing
customers to more quickly achieve a unified, 360-degree view of their data – at less cost.
Learn how we can help you integrate your data to improve operational efficiency, support new business models, and lay the
foundation for digital transformations to come.

Visit www.marklogic.com
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